Aiming at solving the waste sorting problems of smart environmental sanitation, this paper proposes a novel smart waste sorting system, which consists of two sub-systems including a hardware system and a software system. The hardware system is of a trash bin framework based on the core module Raspberry Pi and the software one is of an image classification algorithm platform based on SURF-BoW algorithm and multi-class SVM classifier. In our experiment, the images produced during training and testing are both obtained from webcam in our system and extra processing with affine transformation and noise-adding operation. The experimental results show that among the five categories of waste, the battery waste performs best with 100% classification accuracy. Besides, the average classification accuracy is up to 83.38%. Therefore, our system has reliable practicability and robustness, which is expected to be applied to deal with the waste sorting problems in our daily life.
Introduction
As an important part of a smart city, smart environmental sanitation relies on the Internet of Things (IoT) and mobile Internet of Things to realize real-time sanitation management, involving the aspects of human beings, cars and almost everything. Also, it provides rational plans for sanitation management modes and utilizes digital technology to improve sanitation operations (Wang & Cao,2016) . With the development of urbanization in China, the scale of cities and the number of residents are both soaring. At the same time, the amount of urban waste is also explosively raising, which becomes a complicated problem in city management (Gu,2015) . It is known that nowadays most of the urban waste around China is disposed by composting, landfilling or incineration. However, it causes air pollution and deteriorates the land, which will not ever be conducive to the recycling of resources. The above problems should be solved with an effective waste sorting method. However, the effect of current waste sorting solutions is never ideal. A research indicates that there are obvious differences between people's intention and behavior among waste sorting. The proportion of people willing to participate in waste sorting (82.5%) is significantly higher than that of people actually participating in it (13%) (Chen, Li & Ma,2015) .
Through literature research and data collection, we found that most of current automated waste sorting systems rely on hardware devices such as infrared sensor, metal sensor, etc. (Feng et al., 2014; Fan et al. 2017; Chen et al., 2014; Ye et al. 2017) . Most of them identify metal materials or other special types of waste, and they become invalid once it comes to carton and plastic products. Moreover, there are few systems based on image processing methods. Meanwhile, there are little excellent smart waste sorting systems and the degree of intelligence and automation of waste sorting can be further improved. Therefore, the system combined with hardware platform and image processing software algorithm proposed in this paper has come up with better innovational solutions.
From the perspective of the algorithm, first of all, we need to extract feature points from waste images to form a feature descriptor and then build the Bag-of-Words model (BoW) (Wu et al.,2010) . BoW is proposed by Sivic et al., which uses ideas and methods in the field of text analysis for reference (Sivic & Zisserman, 2003) . There are various algorithms for generating visual dictionary descriptors, including the classic Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) (Lowe, 2004) , Gradient Location-Orientation Histogram (GLOH) (Huang et al., 2015) , Principal Component Analysis Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (PCA-SIFT) (Tang, 2012) and Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) (Bay et al., 2008) , etc. Among them, SURF has an excellent effect on image recognition and classification with fast processing speed. SURF was initially proposed by Herbert Bay et al. It is an improvement of the SIFT algorithm, achieving faster operational speed and higher accuracy. Pan divides the image into blocks to improve the distribution of the extracted feature points, avoiding that the feature points are all located at the corner points and the crossing dots. The use of relative distance to eliminate false matching points improves the matching accuracy. However, there are problems. The lack of location information and the large dimensions extended the operation time (Pan, Hao & Zhao, 2017) . Yan and his team creatively proposed a method to match SURF features with Delaunay triangular meshes. The experimental results demonstrate that there is good affine invariance and high accuracy (Yan, Jiang & Guo, 2014) . Consequently, after studying the existing feature-points extraction algorithms and comparing different algorithms, we choose SURF to achieve this goal and combine BoW model to construct SURF-Bow algorithm. Secondly, we utilize specific multi-class classifier to train BoW and test samples while classification. Currently, the widely used classification algorithms include the K-Nearest Neighbour algorithm (KNN), Bayesian Classifier, and Support Vector Machine (SVM), etc. (MacQueen, 1967; Altman, 1992; Vapnik, 2013) . In our system, we use SVM due to its better performance compared to other classifiers. Using SVM can help us find the global optimal solution while avoiding local convergence. It has better performance in smallsample, high-dimension and non-linear data sets, but it has a problem of demonstrating single feature. Fu et al. proposed an improved method for multi-featured SVM (Fu et al., 2011) . They extract the integrated features from the target image, and then use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to remove redundant information. Finally, they use Rbag to classify the SVM, which effectively improves the classification accuracy and speed. However, when the dimensionality of the data is high, the efficiency will be reduced. Wu et al. (Wu & Li, 2017) proposed a fast SVM classifier combining intrinsic decomposition and sampling learning, which reduces the consumed training time by increasing the operation rate of the nuclear matrix when the low-dimensional space is transformed into the high-dimensional space.
Aiming at solving the problem of waste sorting, we design a novel smart waste sorting system, which mainly includes two parts: a hardware platform and a software platform. The hardware platform is built with Raspberry Pi as the core controlling module, and use it to control two stepmotors in our framework to accomplish automatic garbage collection. While the software platform is based on image processing algorithms, combined with SURFBoW algorithm and multi-class SVM classifiers. In the experiment, both waste training images and testing images are obtained based on our system. There are 3,000 training images with 600 in each category, and 1,000 testing images with 100 original images as well as 1200 processed images. The result shows that the classification accuracy of battery will perform the best with 100% accuracy rate, and the average classification accuracy rate is up to 83.38%. Therefore, the practicability of our system is reliable.
Design of Smart Waste Sorting System
In this section, this article will introduce the types of experimental waste, the design of the hardware platform and the software platform in details.
Categories of Experimental Waste
Before designing the system, it is important to determine which kinds of garbage need to be classified and what exactly they are. According to Sorting and Evaluation Standards of Urban Domestic Waste, urban waste is classified into six categories: recyclables, large-size refuse, compostable garbage, hazardous waste, combustible garbage, and others. Among them, important waste categories include recyclables, combustible waste and hazardous waste. Recyclables include paper, plastic, metal, glass and fabrics. Combustible waste refers to the waste that can be burned, such as abandoned plants and paper, as well as that is not suitable for recycling, such as abandoned plastic, rubber, old fabric supplies and useless wood. Hazardous waste refers to substances that are directly or potentially harmful to human health or the natural environment.
Based on the reference and reality, in order to maximize the efficiency of waste sorting, we finally determined the categories of sorting as follows: batteries, bottles, cans, paper-balls and paper-boxes.
The design of the hardware platform mainly consists of two parts: system function design and hardware module design. The following section will minutely introduce our testing hardware framework and functional module. Table 1 shows our Hardware system function design: Table 1 . Hardware system design.
Platforms
Waste sorting system Function describing
Combining image classification algorithms, sensors, motors, etc.; sorting 5 kinds of waste, including batteries, paper-balls, cans, bottles and paper-boxes.
Application
Mainly used as an environmental sanitation trash bin on the street; cannot being applied to sorting bagged waste (e.g. kitchen waste) and too much waste at once.
Modules
Core module, image acquisition module, stepping motor module, auxiliary operation module, and mechanical framework module. More detailed information is shown in Table 2 . Combining five modules shown above, we can establish the hardware system. The whole hardware system is shown in Figure 1 . 
Software System: Waste Sorting Algorithm based on SURF-BoW and SVM
In the process of waste sorting algorithm, we combine SURF algorithm to extract feature points and the classic BoW model to design a novel image feature extraction algorithm SURF-BoW. Furthermore, we utilize multi-class SVM classifier to classify the waste images. The algorithm mainly consists of two parts, whose complete flowchart is shown in Figure 2 . 
Step 1: Generate integral images
The concept of the integral image is proposed by Viola and Jones. Because the computation of the integral image in the different matrix regions is consistent, the integral image of the target image obtained before feature points' extraction can meet the fast operation of box filters with different sizes (Viola & Jones, 2001) . It is calculated by summing up the pixel value of the diagonal region formed from each point in the original image to the top left corner of the image. The mathematical formula can be presented as:
(1)
Step 2: Build Hessian matrix Unlike the DoG images used in SIFT, SURF introduces the local maximum value of the determinant of the Hessian matrix to detect the feature points, that is, the detection of the stable edge points in the image, which can effectively improve the accuracy and the operating rate (Lowe, 1999) . Given a certain point in the image, the corresponding Hessian matrix can be shown as: (2) In the formula (2), is the replacement formula of the convolution of Gaussian second-order differential on the point . And the meaning of and is similar.
To speed up the extraction of feature points, Bay et al. proposed a box filter to replace Gaussian second-order differential (Bay et al., 2006 ). The Figure 3 shows the box filters. 
Computer and Information Science Vol. 11, No. 3; Figure 3. Box filters. Left to right: , and In Bay's paper, they use a filter template with a size of 9*9 and introduce , and to replace derivative of Gaussian (DoG). In Figure 3 , the white section of box filter and represents a weight of 1 and the dark section represents a weight of -2. The white section of box filter represents a weight of 1 and the dark section represents a weight of -1. Also, Bay introduces a weight to reduce the deviation caused by the DoG approximation. The discriminant of Hessian matrix is shown as below. ,
where .
Step 3: Establish scale pyramid The scale pyramid is constructed by constructing different sizes of box filter templates. The octave number of the pyramid is 4 or 5 and this is because the number of feature points detected decreases rapidly as the scale increases. In SURF, the size of the images among different octaves is consistent, but the size of box filter templates gradually increases. Besides, in the same octave, the size of the box filters is the same, but the fuzzy coefficient gradually increases as the layer in the octave increases. After using the Hessian matrix to generate the extreme value, the 3-dimension linear interpolation is introduced to obtain the feature points of the pixels. At the same time, points which are below the threshold, low-contrast or on the edges are removed to ensure the stability of the algorithm.
Step 4: Extract feature descriptors
The SURF algorithm preserves the rotation invariance of SIFT, so a main direction to each feature point is needed. The main direction matching method is as follows:
Take the feature points as the centre and compute the Harr-wavelet response in the X and Y directions of the neighbourhood whose radius is 6S (S is the scale value of the feature point); Introduce Gaussian weighting to get the direction vectors, which can describe the regional directions where the pixel values change sharply; Sum up the response in the 60° range area to form a new vector, and traverse the entire circular region to select the longest vector as the main direction of the feature point; Generate feature descriptor. Calculate the Harr-wavelet response of the image and choose a rectangular block with 4*4 size around the feature points. The direction is the main direction of the feature points.
( ) Vol. 11, No. 3; In BoW (Bag-of-Words) model is a widely used document representation method in the field of information retrieval (Zheng, Zhang & Yan, 2014; . In this field, the BoW model treats a document as a collection of words, ignoring its word order, syntax and other elements. The occurrence of every word in the document is independent. That is to say, any word that appears in any location in the document is not related to syntax ). In BoW model, each element in the vector represents the number of its related elements of the dictionary in the document, regardless of the word order. Therefore, we suppose that there is a document collection T, which stores a total volume of M documents. Then extract all the words in T and build the dictionary by these N words. Finally, each document can be represented by an N-dimension vector (Li, Xie & Wu, 2008) .
Similar to text analysis, we can apply the BoW model to image classification. In this paper, in order to represent images of different waste categories, we combine the SURF feature points' extraction algorithm and the BoW model to construct a novel model SURF-BoW. The following section are the steps of constructing SURF-BoW models for training images.
Step 1: Build based on SURF algorithm Introduce the SURF algorithm to extract the feature points of the training image , and obtain the descriptor (vector), which is a 64-dimension vector and will be stored in . Judge whether all the training images has completed feature points detection. If not, then repeat Step 1, otherwise skip to Step 2.
Step 2: Build based on K-Means clustering K-Means algorithm is an indirect clustering method based on similarity measurement among samples. This algorithm takes K as a parameter and divides N objects into K clusters. At the same time, the data in the same cluster has high similarity, while the similarity in different clusters is low.
Algorithm 1. K-Means

Input:
Cluster number K; input sample
Output:
Output category labels , where is the corresponding category of data .
Algorithm: 1: Obtain the dimension of D: Dim 2: Generate randomly K Dim-dimension points:
3: while (algorithm is not convergent) 4: for m = 1 to M 5:
calculate the category of all data 6: for k = 1 to K 7:
Find all the data points of category k 8:
Change the value of to the average value of these data points 9: end for 10: end for 11: end while Utilize K-Means algorithm to divide the into K categories, and finally calculate the K clustering centres to get the matrix form of the dictionary .
Step 3: Build BoW for training images Traverse all training images and extract descriptors (64 dimensional vectors) for each image. Then traverse all descriptors and calculate the Euclidean distance between it and every visual word in the dictionary.
According to the nearest Euclidean distance, classify all descriptors and count frequency of different categories. Therefore, a K-dimension vector can be obtained from a training image, that is, the visual word histogram. Finally, store all the visual word histograms data and obtain a data matrix (bag of words, BoW), where Q is the quantity of training images, and K is the cluster number. Figure 7 shows the detailed steps of constructing BoW. The purpose of the SVM classifier can be summarized as follows: finding a classification hyperplane, which can classify two categories of sample points, while the sample points are as far away from the hyperplane as possible (Zhou, 2016) . Figure 8 is Vol. 11, No. 3; Figure 8. Best Classification Hyperplane in SVM Figure 8 is an example of the application of SVM on linearly separable problem, in which the linear m is the best classification hyperplane in the two-dimensional space, the circular and square marks are all training data, and the lines L1 and L2 are support vectors. In the SVM algorithm, if all the data can be correctly separated by a hyperplane, and the distance between the two different categories of vectors is nearest, the hyperplane is the largest (i.e. the edge maximization), then the hyperplane is the optimal one, then the two vectors are called the support vectors.
The following section shows the classic SVM algorithm steps (Wu, 2009; Xue, 2011) .
Step 1: Input binary classification training data
Given the training data , where , assume that training data can be linearly separated into two classes by a hyperplane. The mathematical expression of hyperplane is as follows. ,
where, is the normal vector of the hyperplane, is the displacement term of the hyperplane, which determines the distance between the hyperplane and the origin. Therefore, a hyperplane can be represented by a unique vector .
Step 2: Calculate support vectors SVM algorithm converts binary problems into optimization models, which calculates a vector and the sample number . Each element of is corresponding to a specific sample, and the sample point corresponding to a non-zero item is the supportive vector point.
For linearly separable problems, the mathematical model can be shown as:
For those nonlinearly problems, utilize kernel function to solve them. ,
where, represents kernel function. In SVM, kernel function is a kind of function that calculates the Vol. 11, No. 3; inner product of and in the feature space. It is used to solve the problem where the inner product is difficult to calculate in the high-dimension space.
Classic SVM algorithm provides following frequently-used kernel functions (Zhou, 2016) . Table 3 . Frequently-used kernel functions.
Kernel Functions Expression Parameters
Linear kernel N/A
Polynomial kernel d is the polynomial order
Gaussian kernel is the width of Guassian kernel Laplacian kernel is the width of Laplacian kernel
Sigmond kernel
Hyperbolic tangent function In our experiment, we compare different kernels, choose linear kernel and finally we can obtain vector .
Step 3: Obtain the parameters of the hyperplane After obtaining vector , we can calculate the parameter of the hyperplane.
Step 4: Input testing samples and output classification results Based on the previous work, we can input testing samples to test the training model.
For linearly separable problems, the mathematical model is as follows.
Similar to linearly separable problems, the mathematical model of nonlinearly one is: ,
If , the testing classification result belongs to a positive category, otherwise it belongs to a negative one.
SVM classifier is mostly used in the binary classification problems. In our smart waste sorting system, we should classify 5 kinds of waste, so the binary-class classifier cannot meet the requirements. Actually, how to apply SVM effectively to multi-class problems has always been a problem for many scholars. In order to achieve the goal, we use multi-class SVM to classify waste images. The widely used multi-class SVM consists of "one-against-all" SVM, "one-against-one" SVM, DDAGSVM and binary tree SVM (Xue, 2011; Li et al., 2012; Shan et al., 2012) .
In this paper, we choose the "one-against-all" SVM to build a multi-class SVM for its simplicity and efficiency. The following section is the multi-class SVM algorithm steps.
Algorithm 2. "one-against-all" SVM
Input:
Category N, input for training samples; testing sample T.
Output:
Categories of T. 
Experimental Test and Result Analysis
Experiment Preparation: Training and Testing Images
In our experiments, training and test images are obtained by camera in our waste sorting framework. The quantity of training images is 3000. In order to increase the robustness of the system, feature points are required to be multiscale, so we introduce affine transformation (rotation, resizing etc.) to increase the quantityof training images. The quantity of training images is 1300, which consists of 100 original images and 1200 processed ones (all generated by 2 kinds of resizing transformation and 4 kinds of noise addition process including Gaussian noise, Gamma noise, Rayleigh noise and salt and pepper noise). The Table 4 is an example to show the differences between four different kinds of noise. Analysing the Table 4 , we can find that SNR varies from the noise types. Images with Gaussian noise has the lowest SNR and that with salt and pepper constitutes the highest SNR. Here, the purpose of introducing different types of noise is to test the robustness of our system.
Experimental Results Analysis
In our software experiment, we use Code::Blocks 16.01 IDE on Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-7300HQ CPU @ 2.50GHz
Laptop with 16.00 GB RAM. Furthermore, we write C/C++ code using the OpenCV library to finish our experiment. In this paper, we identify a variable to measure the classification accuracy of 5 categories (battery, bottle, can, paper-ball and paper-box):
In the formula, is the classification accuracy of the ith category waste; is the quantity of correct
Computer and Information Science Vol. 11, No. 3; classification results of the ith category waste; is the total quantity of the ith category waste image test set.
Besides, the relationship between the variable and the waste category is shown in Table 5 . Based on the design of the smart waste sorting system, we obtain the results of classification accuracy of each category and they are shown in Table 6 . As shown in Table 6 , the quantity of our test set is 1300 and the average classification accuracy is 83.28%. Among 5 categories we have tested, we can find that the classification accuracy of batteries and paper-balls are the best up to 100% and 98.08%, which means that we can apply our system in our daily life to recognize batteries and paper-balls. Besides, the classification effects of cans and paper-boxes are respectively 84.23% and 75.77%, which prove our system's availability once again. And the lowest recognition rate is of bottles with classification accuracy at 64.62%. Although the result of bottles is not good, our smart waste sorting system is still effective and the reason will be mentioned in the following section.
Besides the result in Table 6 , we also obtain the results of testing four different kinds of noise which are shown in Figure 9 . Gaussian noise respectively. For batteries, we can see that the classification accuracy is always up to 100%. Besides, the second-best result is from paper-balls and the classification accuracy is always over 90%. As for cans and paper-balls, no matter which types of noise, the former accuracy will all vary from 80% to 90% and the latter will vary from 70% to 80%. Especially for bottles, the worst one, the accuracy distribution has two extreme peak values: 60% and 80%.
Based on the analysis of the experimental results above, we can conclude that our smart waste sorting system can be applied in daily life to sort out the waste rather precisely among the waste of batteries, cans, paper-balls and paper-boxes. As for the waste bottles, the testing result is not satisfying and it is caused by low Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). In the test of the original images and the high-SNR images with salt-and-pepper noise, the recognition rates of bottles and paper boxes are distributed around 80%; but in lower SNR test set, the accuracy declines. However, in daily life, the SNR of cameras in the system are much higher, which means that this result will not appear in the practical application process of our system. Consequently, based on SURF-BoW algorithm and SVM multi-classifier, our smart waste sorting system can be applied in the field of smart environmental sanitation and smart cities to solve the waste sorting problems in our daily life, which means high practicability is guaranteed.
Conclusion
In this paper, aiming at solving the waste sorting problems in smart environmental sanitation, we propose a novel smart waste sorting system. The framework consists of two parts, one of which is the hardware platform with Raspberry Pi as the core module and the other is the software platform based on SURF-BoW and multi-class SVM algorithm. In the experiment, all training and testing images are obtained by the camera in our framework rather than the Internet. For training images, we introduce affine the transformation method to increase the quantity; for testing images, both affine transformation and different kinds of noise processing method are introduced for testing the robustness of our system.
Experimental results demonstrate that our smart waste sorting system has 83.38% average accuracy rate. Among five kinds of waste, batteries enjoy the best accuracy with 100% and the following two categories of paper-balls and cans are at 98.08% and 84.23 accuracy rate respectively, which all possess a satisfying practicability. As for paper-boxes and bottles, the accuracy rate of them are nearly 70%. Considering the SNR of testing images are so low that there are no images with such low SNR in the processing of application. Hence, our system will perform better in application.
In the long term, we will evaluate various feature extraction algorithms and classifiers to realize higher image classification accuracy. Meanwhile, we expect our waste sorting system could be utilized in the field of smart environmental sanitation to improve waste management in daily life.
